Honor At MIT?
The recent decision of an Illinois sub-committee to investigate the possibility of an honor system at MIT has brought to light some interesting questions. Foremost, just what is the purpose of an honor system? The following
have been identified:
1. To provide the opportunity for the student to assume the responsibility of 
   enforcing (perhaps establish-
   ing) the standards to which he subscribes in his own field. If anyone believes 
   that this doesn't occur at MIT I suggest he open his eyes. As for the 
   second point, no policies as such are a welcome outcome but certainly a 
   desirable purpose.

Brian Strong, '62

letters

Dear Sirs:
In the past several issues, The Tech has published several articles, editorials, and letters concerning the recently 
formed EPIC organization, and the problem of integration in general. Speaking for MIT-EPIC, I would like to clear 
up several points about EPIC and its methods.
Boston EPIC, as a part of the continuing efforts of student groups, religious groups, labor groups, and others who wish 
to work directly for racial equality by non-violent methods; Boston EPIC has been organized with the help of CORE (Con-
gress of Racial Equality), an organization with twenty years of experience in obtaining integration peaceably. The 
Boston EPIC was organized with the help of CORE (Congress of Racial Equality), an organization with twenty 
years of experience in obtaining integration peaceably. The 

Michael Levin, '62
Secretary, MIT-EPIC

reviews

The 400 Blows

The headlines of almost any paper scratch the fact that 
our teenagers are in trouble; gang wars, rumbles, and 
concerning how many college girls feel about Spring vacation:
zen and isolation. Truffaut's sensitive direction em-
hance the film. The film shows how little, almost trivial, misunderstandings at 
home and at school force Antoine into isolation. Little by little, the invi- 
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The headlines of almost any paper scratch the fact that our teenagers are in trouble; gang wars, rumbles, and gang wars, rumbles, and generally beat the drum "for Jack". Mr. Humphrey seems to be making up in vitality and energy where he loses in numbers, as he too has hit the baby-kicking circuit in preparation for the April 5 primary. Mr. Humphrey promises to be a big issue in the 

H. H. Takes On the Kennedy Bandwagon

LIFE momentarily narrows its political coverage to two of its presidential aspirants, with a cover and a color photo features the campaign between Messrs. Kennedy and Humphrey in Wisconsin. A real no-holds-barred contest, this: the entire Kennedy clan is descended upon the state, to handshake, shake-jamp, speak at count-
millions, and generally beat the drum "for Jack". Mr. Humphrey seems to be making up in vitality and energy where he loses in numbers, as he too has hit the baby-kicking circuit in preparation for the April 5 primary. Mr. Humphrey promises to be a big issue in the Catholic Wisconsin, and the recent use of "hate literature" in this state lends particular timeliness to the LIFE coverage.

Try Trial by Jury

One finds on pursuing the current LIFE that there is more than the "hunting jury" on the Finch case than immediately met the eye. At the close of the proceedings several weeks ago. In excluding 
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well, perhaps it is, but for Antoine and others like him there is little hope unless we understand, for we do not he will be taught, is not only alone, just out of the final shot of this out-
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LIFE.

Well what's here! Spring Vacation has arrived, taking all by surprise. Plenty of time to relax and enjoy life. Pe-
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Inexorably unwise.
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